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Exporter functions and 
responsibilities 

§  Make daily contact with wool users and clients on a 
worldwide basis to provide market information and 
intelligence. 

§  Perform a marketing role in promoting the use of 
Australian wool through expert advice and assistance in 
wool selection. 

§  Negotiate and conclude firm contracts of sale. 
§  Act as an agent in the purchase of wool on an indent 

basis. 
§  Accept full market risk as required between the time of 

a negotiated firm sale and shipment. 



Exporter functions and 
responsibilities 

§  Negotiate forward foreign currency exchange as 
required. 

§  Provide capital funding for the period of the sales 
contract. 

§  Manage the administration of the shipping parcel. 
§  Negotiate documents through the banking system. 
§  Accept liability for substantiated claims. 





1870s Australian wool consigned to 
London by: 

§  the producer/grower  
§  local merchants and traders. 



Wool description 

§  Australian type. 
§  AWEX-ID. 
§  Exporter in-house type. 
§  Mill type. 



1880s – Growth of local auctions 

§  Direct processor and mill representation. 
§  Indent/commission buying. 
§  Growth of local traders and merchants. 



1950s – Firm sale 

§  Fixed price contracts. 
§  Exporter market risk. 
§  Finance. 



Options 

§  Public auction. 
§  Private sale. 
§  Grower direct. 







§  Subjective assessment. 
§  Objective measurement. 



Objective measurement 

§  Mean fibre diameter 
§  Yield 
§  Vegetable matter content 
plus: 
§  Greasy staple length 
§  Greasy staple strength  
and: 
§  Position of break 





















Private sales 

§  On farm. 
§  Private treaty. 
§  Electronic private sale. 



Grower direct 

§  To processors. 
§  Quantity. 
§  Infrastructure. 
§  Finance. 



Exporter purchases 

§  Auction. 
§  Private. 
§  Agents. 
§  Country representative. 



Traditional industry structure 

GROWER 

BROKER 

EXPORTER 

MILL 

AUCTION PRIVATE BUYER 



Contemporary industry structure 

GROWER 

 

BROKER 

EXPORTER 

MILL 

AUCTION PRIVATE 
BUYER 



Purchase methods 

§  Firm offer / forward sale. 
§  Indent / commission buying. 



Firm offer 

§  Quantity. 
§  Fixed price. 
§  Currency. 
§  Specific wool parameters. 
§  Delivery date and destination. 
§  Payment terms and conditions. 



Regular exporter functions 

§  Make worldwide daily contact with wool users 
and clients. 

§  Understand particular client requirements. 
§  Promote the use of Australian wool. 
§  Provide expert advice and assistance in wool 

selection. 



The exporter’s role 

§  Negotiate and conclude firm contracts of sale. 
§  Accept full market risk. 
§  Negotiate forward foreign currency exchange. 
§  Make provision for capital funding. 



§  Select, purchase and assemble the delivery parcel. 
§  Manage the dumping and container loading. 
§  Prepare shipping, export and banking documentation. 
§  Manage the shipping to meet client delivery dates. 
§  Negotiate documents through the banking system. 
§  Organise customs clearance and cartage to final 

destination. 
§  Accept full liability for any substantiated claims. 



Indent 

§  Wool purchased on behalf of the client. 
§  Agreed rate of commission. 
§  Dollar per bale or percentage value. 



Indent conditions 

§  Agreed terms and conditions of financing. 
§  The costs and charges to be met by each of 

the client and the exporter. 
§  The client’s wool type specifications. 
§  Any guarantees of the greasy wool and/or top 

specifications. 



Indent conditions 

§  The exporter rate of commission. 
§  An agreed understanding of the client price 

limit (either set at a maximum price or market 
price). 

§  Quantities to be bought on a daily or weekly 
basis. 

§  Daily communication on price trends, buying 
limits and ongoing quantities. 



Client 

§  The cost of the greasy wool bought. 
§  Delivery charges from broker’s store to dump. 
§  Dumping and container loading charges. 
§  Bank interest incurred and documentation 

charges. 
§  Insurance. 
§  Freight and port charges. 
§  Buyer commission. 



Exporter 

§  Wool valuing and buying costs. 
§  Office and staff overheads. 
§  Staff travel costs. 
§  All communication costs. 



Indent 

§  Fixed price: client active/exporter passive. 
§  Market price: client passive/exporter active. 



Purchasing 

§  Auction catalogue.  





Yield 

Price/cost comparisons. 



Example: 

Yield basis ACOF dry 
 
Clean price 880 cents per kilogram 
 
70% yield x 880 clean cents = 616 cents per kilogram 
greasy in reverse 
 
616 cents kg greasy / 70% yield  = 880 cents per 
kilogram clean. 



Sale catalogue yields 

§  Australian Carbonising Yield. 
§  Japanese Clean Scoured Yield 
§  IWTO Schlumberger Dry Top and Noil Yield. 
§  IWTO Scoured Yield 17% Regain.  



Yield  

§  Schlum dry  Western Europe 
§  SCRD 17%  Eastern Europe and carding wool 
§  JCS 16%  Japan 
§  ACY  High VM carding wool 
§  SCRD 16%  China 



Example 

616 cents greasy – 70.0 % Dry  = 880 cents (x 630 kg clean weight) 
 
616 cents greasy – 71.3 % JCS  = 864 cents (x 642 kg clean weight) 
 
616 cents greasy – 73.1% Scrd 16%  = 843 cents (x 658 kg clean weight) 
 
616 cents greasy – 73.7 % Scrd 17% = 836 cents (x 663 kg clean weight) 



Exporter bareme/costs and charges 

§  Broker post-sale per bale delivery. 
§  Broker storage. 
§  Dump and countermark. 
§  Land and sea freight. 
§  Certificates – health, origin, ATWA combined. 
§  In-store, marine and credit insurance. 
§  Bank interest and document fees. 
§  Margin.  



Dollar per bale 

§  Delivery A$15.50 (an estimated average cost). 
§  Storage A$1.20 (an estimated average cost). 
§  Dump and countermark A$14.50 (average). 
§  Exporter margin A$10 (an example only). 



Dollar per item 

§  Sea freight A$1000 per container (an example 
only). 

§  Certificates A$150 (estimated average). 
§  Bank and courier A$50 (estimated average). 



Percentage 

§  Marine insurance 0.3 (estimated average). 
§  Credit insurance 0.5 (estimated). 
§  In-store insurance 0.05 (estimated). 
§  Bank interest 7.75% (estimated). To cater for a 

situation which includes (say) needing to hold the wool 
for three weeks prior to shipment, and then payment 
conditions of ‘on arrival’ with a shipment period of 26 
days, i.e. a total of 47 days interest x 7.75% = 
0.9979%. 



Total 

Dollar per bale:  A$41.20 
Dollar per item:  A$ 1200 
Percentage:  1.8479% 



§  ACOF: Australian cents, clean on the floor 
§  AFOB: Australian cents, free on board 
§  AC&F: Australian cents, cost and freight 
§  ACIF: Australian cents, cost, insurance and 

freight 
 



Example: 

ACOF: 616 cents greasy –70% schlum dry = 880 cents acof dry 
 
ACIF: 616 cents greasy – 70% schlum dry = 939 cents acif dry 



Wool description 

§  Exporter in-house type. 
§  Australian type. 
§  AWEX ID. 
§  Mill type. 



The price of wool 

§  Grower – greasy cents per kilogram. 
§  Mill – clean cents per kilogram/delivered clean 

weight. 



Example: 

616 cents – 70.0% acof dry = 880 cents clean acof dry 
616 cents – 70.0% acif dry  = 939 cents clean acif dry 
616 cents - 71.3% acif jcs  = 922 cents clean acif jcs  
616 cents – 73.1% acif scrd = 899 cents clean acif scrd 16% 
616 cents – 73.7% acif scrd = 892 cents clean acif scrd 17% 



Price and cost 

§  Greasy cents  = price (grower) 
then: 
§  Calculated clean price  = cost (exporter) 
then: 
§  Clean cost  = price (mill) 



Top 20.3 mic/70mmH/45% CVH 

Market price (20.3 mic GSY) –  Sound  FLC  860  ACIF 
   Short  FLC  835  ü  
   TDR  FLC  820  ü 
   Best  PCS  800  ü 

 
Example1  Cost  Example 2   Cost 
100% sound FLC  860 ACIF  60% Sound FLC 

   10 % Short FLC   841 ACIF 
   10% TDR FLC 
   20% Best PCS 



The customer order as a minimum 
will normally include: 

§  a specified clean weight, the number of bales 
or FCLs for the consignment 

§  the time frame for the delivery 
§  the price and currency 
§  the terms and conditions of payment 
§  greasy wool specifications, and 
§  top specifications, as and if required.  



§  The top maker establishes the greasy batch 
for combing. The comber converts the greasy 
wool to top. 

§  Therefore, the (mill) client can be the top 
maker and comber. 

§  Or, the exporter can be the top maker, the 
(mill) client the comber. 



Delivery options 

§  Straight fleece or straight skirtings. 
§  Specified blend – (mill) top maker. 
§  Specified blend – (exporter) top maker. 



Combing wool specifications 

§  Primarily greasy wool related 
§  A mixture of greasy wool and top 

specifications, or 
§  Primarily top related. 



Main specification characteristics 
might include: 

§  the average Mean Fibre Diameter (MFD) for the whole delivery 
§  the allowable micron range (e.g. +/– 0.5) or the maximum 

micron allowed for any one lot 
§  the average maximum vegetable matter content allowed for 

the delivery 
§  the allowable maximum VM content for any one lot 
§  the average greasy mm staple length (SL) 
§  the minimum and maximum greasy SL for any one lot 
§  the average greasy staple strength (NKT) allowed for the 

delivery 
§  the minimum NKT for any one lot. 



Main specification characteristics 
might include: 

§  the kind of wool required, i.e. fleece/style, 
pieces, bellies 

§  the allowable (classing) certificates, i.e. which 
certificates can be included/excluded, such as  
bulk class lots, interlots, OMLs 

§  the type of vegetable matter allowed, 
particularly if seed and shive is considered a 
problem in processing. 



In recent times, additional items 
have been included, such as: 

§  theoretical TEAM predicted Hauteur (predicted 
top length, mmH) 

§  theoretical TEAM predicted Coefficient of 
Variation of Hauteur (cvH ) 

§  theoretical TEAM predicted Romaine 
§  position of break, middle, relating to staple 

strength. 



Example – all greasy wool: 

Type 62 (best top making) 
 
21.0 micron average (+/– 0.5 mic) 
68% schlum dry yield minimum, any one lot (AOL) 
1.5% vegetable matter (2.0% maximum AOL). No shive 
85 mm greasy staple length (minimum75, maximum 95 AOL) 
35 nkt staple strength (30 nkt minimum AOL) 
50% position of break, middle (65% AOL) 
no unscourable colour 



Similar to Type 79 
 
22.0 mic average (+/– 0.7 mic) 
3% vm maximum (+/– 1.0%) 
75 mm gsy staple length minimum 
20% tender allowed  
10% unscourable colour allowed 
10% brokens/pieces allowed (similar type 159B) 



Greasy and top 
Similar Type 62 
 
21.5 mic gsy (+/– 0.5 mic) 
1.0% vm (1.5% maximum AOL) 
75 mm gsy staple length mimimum AOL 
72 mmH top fibre length minimum 
45% cvH maximum 



Greasy and predicted top: 
Similar to Type 62 
 
21.5 mic greasy maximum (+/– 0.5 mic) 
1.0% vm max`m (1.5 % maximum AOL) 
85 mm gsy staple length (75 minimum, 95 maximum AOL) 
35 nkt staple strength (28 nkt minimum AOL)  
55% position of break, middle (65% maximum AOL) 
72 mmH predicted TEAM top length (68 mmH minimum AOL) 
45% predicted TEAM cvH (48% maximum AOL) 



Primarily top related: 
 
21.5/75 i.e. 21.5 mic maximum in top/75 mmH minimum) 
45% cvH maximum 
romaine 8% maximum 
dark and coloured fibre <3 per 100 g top maximum 
short fibre <30 mm 10% maximum 
good fleece 1.0 % vm maximum 



19.0 / 58 (19.0 mic in top / 58 mmH) 
52% cvH maximum 
romaine 12% maximum 
dark and coloured fibre <15 per 100 g top maximum 
short fibre <30 mm 16% maximum 
good pieces and bellies, 4% vm maximum  



Prediction – TEAM 2, TEAM 3 – 
certification 



Prediction:  
§  Wool quality and 
§  Estimated yield 
then 
§  Greasy measured micron to the top micron 
§  Pre-sale tested yield to actual yield. 



Additional measurement: 
§  TEAM 1  1981–1984 
§  TEAM 2  1986–1988 

TEAM  formulae: 
§  Hauter 
§  CVH 
§  Romaine 



TEAM 3 
§  2001–2004 
§  34 mills /647 consignment /159,000 bales 



For Hauteur 
TEAM 2: 0.52L + 0.47S + 0.95D – 0.19M* – 0.45V – 3.5 
TEAM 3: 0.43L + 0.35S + 1.38D – 0.15M – 0.45V – 0.59CVD – 
0.32CVL + 21.8   

 
For CV Hauteur 
TEAM 2: 0.12L – 0.41S – 0.35D + 0.2M* + 49.3 
TEAM 3: 0.30L – 0.37S – 0.88D + 0.17M + 0.38CVL + 35.6 

 
For Romaine 
TEAM 2: – 0.11L – 0.14S – 0.35D + 0.94V + 27.7 
TEAM 3: – 0.13L – 0.18S – 0.63D + 0.78V + 38.6 



Example 

21.0 mic/22% CVD  Predicted  Predicted 
87 mm SL/16% CVL  TEAM 2  TEAM 3 
36 nkt SS/45% PofB/M 
1.0 % VM  69.6 mmH  75.5 mmH 
 
Change NKT 36 to 32, Increase PofB/M 45% to 65%  
then TEAM 3 = 71.1 mmH 



For predicted CVH 
 
TEAM 2  TEAM 3 
46.6%  43.6% 
 
Change NKT 36 to 32, increase PofB/M 45% to 65%  
Then, TEAM 3 = 47.0%. 



For predicated Romaine 
 
TEAM 2  TEAM 3 
6.7%  8.4%  
 
Change NKT 36 to 32, increase PofB/M 45%to 65% 
Then, TEAM 3 = 9.1%. 



Summary  

Greasy  71.0 mic/22% CVD  
  87 mm SL/16% CVL  
  36 nkt SS/ 45% PofB/M  
  1.0% vm  

 
TEAM 3  75.5 mmH  43.6%CVH  8.4% Romaine 

  Change NKT 36 to 32  Increase PofB/M  45% to 65%  
  71.1 mmH  47.0% CVL  9.1% Romaine  











Consignment building 

Indent 
§  Single selling centre 
§  Short lead time 
§  Quick shipment 

Firm sale 
§  Greater time span – increased costs 
§  Wool selection/quantity and type 
§  Multiple locations 
§  Market risk and risk management 



Example order 

§  Client ID 
§  Client bareme 
§  Wool description/type 
§  Wool specifications 
§  Price (client – indent, exporter – firm sale)  



Example 

§  Client ID – IFC (International Fibre Centre) 
§  Client bareme – ACIF  



Example: in-house type 

MFB  merino fleece / best style  
MFG  merino fleece / good style 
MFS  merino fleece / short 
MFT  merino fleece / tender (24 NKT minimum, 30% 

 PofB/M maximum) 
MFG/B  merino fleece / high vm (4.5 % maximum, 

 burr no shive) 
PB&PG  best to good brokens and pieces 



The example specifications 

IFC 1, 2 containers / price 927 acif dry 
top 19.8 mic / 75 mmH minimum TEAM 3 / 45% cvH maximum TEAM 3 
good to best fleece (100 mm gsy SL maximum) 
19.5 mic greasy (+/– 0.5 mic)  
1.0% vm maximum (2.5% maximum aol) 
15% tender allowed (MFT) 
10% short allowed (MFS) 
10% bkn/pcs allowed (PB&PG)  



IFC 2, 2 containers / price 753 acif dry 
top 23.3 mic/78 mmH minimum TEAM 3 / 42% cvH maximum TEAM 3 
good to best fleece / no pieces (105 mm gsy SL maximum) 
23.0 mic greasy (+/- 0.5) 
1.5% vm maximum (4.5% maximum aol) 
10% tender allowed (MFT) 
10% short allowed (MFS) 
5% high vm flc allowed (MFG/B) 



IFC 1 mic MFB MFG MFS MFT PB&PG 

19.0  1040  1020  1005  990  880  

19.5  955  935  920  905  
845(av. 927 acif 
@ 19.5 mic x 
type)  

20.0  870  850  835  820  810  

Price basis/ Schlum Dry ACIF 



IFC 2 mic  MFB  MFG  MFS  MFT  
MFG/B 
(2.1–
3.0%) 

MFG/B 
(3.1–4.5%) 

22.5 775  770  760  755  740  720  

23.0 765  760  750  745  730  
710 (753 
acif @ 23.0 
mic x type 

23.5 755  750 740  735  720  700  



Quantity:  bales (for two FCL) 
 
micron:  mean average and per lot (+/– 0.5) 
 
vm:  mean average and per lot maximum 
 
component types:  (quantity of bales by allowed percentage) 
 
TEAM 3:  minimum top length and maximum cvH at 

 the consignment level (controlled by the 
 measured characteristics) 



B/S Mic vm SL 
mm 

SS 
Nkt 

Pof 
B/M 

Clean Cost 
ACIF 

TEAM 3 
mmH 

TEAM 3 
cvH 

Day 1  72 19.56 0.6 86 39 36 926 76.3 41.9 

(19.2-20.0) (02-0.9) (67-96) (28-49) (10-66) (822-998) (66-86) (35-51) 

Day 2 74 19.34 0.7 88 34 29 938 76.0 43.5 

(19.0-19.9) (0.3-2.3) (80-94) (24-44) (14-57) (827-1047) (66-83) (41-49) 

Day 3 74 19.64 1.0 88 38 37 905 77.3 42.4 

(19.1-19.9) (0.3-1.6) (69-100) (26-44) (18-62) (958-994) (68-83) (32-50) 

Total 220 19.50 0.8 88 37 34 923 76.5 42.6 

(19.0-20.0) (0.2-2.3) (67-100) (24-49) (10-66) (822-1047) (66-86) (32-51) 

IFC 1 



B/S Mic .vm SL 
mm 

SS 
Nkt 

Pof B/
M 

Clean Cost 
ACIF 

TEAM 3 
mmH 

TEAM 3 
cvH 

Day 1  73 22.93 1.1 90 38 29 767 82.9 39.4 

(22.6-23.5) (0.3-2.4) (83-100) (31-48) (11-42) (744-786) (78-90) (34-46) 

Day 2 73 23.15 2.0 90 35 38 732 80.1 41.2 

(22.7-23.5) (0.5-4.4) (76-101) (26-43) (3-69) (689-755) (73-85) (37-48) 

Day 3 75 22.83 1.2 88 38 32 762 81.2 38.9 

(22.5-23.2) (0.4-2.4) (73-95) (32-45) (9-60) (752-770) (69-84) (28-44) 

Total 221 23.0 1.4 89 37 33 754 81.4 39.8 

(22.5-23.5) (0.3-4.4) (73-101) (26-48) (3-69) (689-786) (69-90) (28-48) 

IFC 2 



IFC 1 
 ORDER TARGET  BOUGHT   RANGE 
 2 FCL  approx 220 b/s  220 b/s 
 Price  927 acif   923 acif   822–1047 
 Gsy Mic  19.5 (+/– 0.5)  19.5   19.0–20.0 
 VM  1.0 (2.5 maximum)  0.8   0.2–2.3 
 SL/mm  100 maximum  88   67–100 
 SS/nkt  24 minimum  37   24–49 
 TEAM 3 mmH  75   76.5   66–86
 TEAM 3 cvH  45   42.6   32–51 
 65% sound flc  143 b/s   144 
 15% tdr flc  33  b/s   31 
 10% short flc  22 b/s   20 
 10% bkns/pcs  22 b/s   25 



IFC 2 
 2 FCL  approx 220 b/s  221 b/s 
 Price  753 acif   754 acif  689–786 
 Gsy Mic  23.0 (+/– 0.5)  23.0  22.5–23.5
 VM  1.5 (4.5 maximum)  1.4  0.3–4.4 SL/mm
 105 maximum  89  73–101  SS/nkt  24 minimum
 37  26–48 
 TEAM 3 mmH  78   81.4  69–90   
 TEAM 3 cvH  42   39.8  28–46 
 65% sound flc  143 b/s   143 
 10% tdr flc  22 b/s   22 
 10% short flc  22 b/s   22 
 15% high vm flc  33 b/s   34 



Consignments 

§  Sensible and relevant wool specifications. 
§  Careful wool selection. 
§  Appropriate blending, prior to processing.  



The role of the exporter 

§  Make regular worldwide contact with wool users and clients. 
§  Promote the use of Australian wool – provide expert advice 

and assistance in wool selection. 
§  Act as agent for indent buying. 
§  Negotiate and conclude firm contract of sale. 
§  Accept full market risk and undertake risk management. 
§  Provide capital funding. 
§  Manage the dumping, container loading and shipping 

functions. 
§  Provide all necessary export documentation. 
§  Accept liability for substantiated claims. 


